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Safety Gadgets for Material handling Equipments

“Forklift Accident” causes injury to forklift Operators, Pedestrians and even damages Machineries. OSHA statistics says that
about 34500 forklift accidents are reported every year out of that 84 are fatal where operators and pedestrian lose their life.

We at Chandigarh Hydraulics Company would like to introduce effective safety device which can eliminate or reduce such
incidents on shop floor to make it a more safe place to work.

1. Blue Beam Spot Light.

- In order to prevent accidents whenever there is a possibility that forklifts & pedestrians may meet in
storage, incoming goods, dispatch or manufacturing area.

2. Red Zone Light.

- It cautions the pedestrian about the safe distance from the forklift.
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3. Biometric Access Control Kit

- Only the authorised login operator can use the machine. This is an extremely useful system since it allows
for a strict control over users and it guarantees that no forklifts will be started by unauthorised persons

4. Imported Safety Belt with Switch

- Seatbelt controls the ignition of forklift. If operator does not fasten, the forklift vehicle won’t start.

5. LED BEACON FLASHER

- BE SEEN - High Intensity LED with 12W of power with 360 degrees of coverage, you can expect everyone
in your surroundings to be alerted.



6. Forklift White LED

- Used in place of old halogen high wattage lights. These are light in weight, low wattage consumption
and have longer life.

7. Red Arc Safety Lamp.

- The Red Arc Safety Lamp guides the pedestrian the correct distance to be maintained when behind the
forklift. LED Arc lamp has been designed specifically for the rear fitment of the forklift, with smooth round edges
mimicking the back of the forklift, with a similar counterweight design.

8. Wireless camera for forks positioning

- It can be used both for as rear view camera and fork postioning at heights.



All pictures are for reference only. Actual product may differ.

We can suggest you many more safety gadgets for forklift on your request.

We look forward to hear from you on any assistance you required from us for safer operation of forklifts at your
premises. Please feel free to contact for any more detail/clarification.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,
For CHANDIGARH HYDRAULICS COMPANY,

Ranbir Singh
09914404224, 08901337847


